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Marquette Smith comes up with another career day against Bethune -p. 12
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Future
Coolio and Tonimy Davidson rock
an enthusiastic crowd
at the
Arena
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by SAMANTHA KA TES
Contributing writer
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Cooho blew up m the Arena Thursday, night; playing some of his hits such
as "Gangsta's Paradise," to a enthusiastic crowd. Tom~y Davids.on . ·
warmed the fans up with his hilarious antics before hand.

Last year it was an expensive flop of a
comedy show with Jeff Foxworthy. The year
before that it was an expensive, rained-out
Saigon Kick concert.
After many disappointments, UCF finally put on a legitimate homecoming concert
that actually went to stage.
Thursday night, 2000+ UCF students
gathered at the UCF arena for an evening of
, laughter and music. The headliners, comer.t.di().n T:Q_mrnx _D~vidson and r~pper Coolio,
gave nearly a three hour perfo~ance that left
most students weak-kneed and feeling numb
in the ears.
The evening started out with a surprise
appearance of one ofourfavorite Magic play-·
ers. Nick Ande~son, who was glad to be at
UCF, said that "(UCF) should have more stuff
like this more often, and even they (the players) nee·d to be entertained!" · .
Tommy Davidson, a comedian who
appeared in the TV stio~ "In Living. Color,"
gave a hilarious performance that had the
crowd roaring with laughter. His act combined dancing, rapping and, of course, singing someofourold favorites from the I970's.
Although his subject matter was good
, for laughs, he left UCF with a very important
messag.e about th.e differences· o~tween African-Americans and whites. Davidson explained, "If we can laugh together, we can live

Removed art draws
strong response

Skit night
packs them in

by MIKENEMETH
Contributing writer

by JOE CHABUS
Staff writer

Fraternities and Sororities exhibited their
talents on stage la'it Wednesday evening as part
of Homecoming's skit night. Each skit per. fonned at the UCF Arena had elaborate makeup, costumes and ..;ccncry.
The skit topics varied from Ha11oween
and Thanksgiving to Cinco De Mayo and were
judged by local businessmen who were alumni
of UCF. The results were announced during
Saturday's award ceremonies were Tri Delta
took first place overall and took home UCF' s
spirit cup.
Talents of singing, (iancing and comedy
were featured in the skits which the Greeks had
practiced for weeks. With a large audience consisting mainly of other fraternity and sorority
members, .some performers felt the laroe audi'
0
ence was motivation to do well.
"With the amount of work we put into a
type of skit like thi,s and performing it in front of
an audience that is all competing against you, it's
very rough because the audience isn't .always as
willing give you their graces," Delta Upsilon
Aaron Scavron said.
School spirit was the number one reason
participants gave as to why they took part in the
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together" - a nibtto that is no laughing
matter.
After a brief intermission, the muchawaited Coolio and the 40.Thieves emerged
one at a time on stage. As the crowd screamed,
the MC, wfio was clad in a UPS shirt, (united
pot smokers), prepared our ears for what was
to follow - lots of bass, mixing and loud,
energetic rap music. Coolio, who left no obscenity unsaid, gave a lively show consisting of both popular and unfamiliar -songs.
"Gangster's Paradise" seemed to have received the best response.
Urged on by Coolio, the crowd made its
way onto the main floor of the arena.jamming
up to the stage. While fans waved their hands
in the air, the packed Arena listened to Coolio
warn repea~edly about the harmful effects of
crack cocaine, but in the next sentence condoned the use of marijuana.
So after about an hour and a half of
rapping, swearing, cheering and performing,
Coolio.a_nd the 40 Thieves wrapped up their
show and .. Ieft with no encore, leaving the
audience tired, deaf and satiated .
Jen Eibeshitz, 18, felt that Coolio
gave a good performance but thought it was
a bit profane and crude for university students.
When asked for some reaction to his
performance at UCF, C.oolio said, "Wazup,
wazup, wazup? UCF is cool. I had a good
·
time, and I shall return."
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Skit night was a definate hit last Wedr::aesday. Hundreds of students packed
the Arena to see their friends get crazy doing skits that mimiced everything
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'Some really nice pictures from homecoming- F-1
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In art student Adam Trowbridge's.series
of black and while photos titled Sexual P~eg
nancy , he is depicted nude, in bondage, and in
some photos, an oscillating fan blows snowlike
stuff around .his body. ,
Trowbridge said a UCF professor encouraged him to display these photos, so he
hanged them on a visual arts building wall.
However; on Oct. 23, the art department removed the·pnotos, inspiring an OPen forum on
censorship held by the Arts Alliance last Thursday.
During the forum, dozens of students sat
on the hard-wood floors of the dimly lit gallery,
forming a semicircle that faced Trowbridge and
the other speakers. Two of the students in the
semicircle ~led their mouths with black-masking tape in protest.
Part of the forum focused on why Robert
Reedy, chairof the fine arts department, ordered
the photos removed. Trowbridge said someone
who visited UCF sent Reedy a memo that called
the photos pornography.
Reedy did not attend the forum, but Elliot
Vittes, assistant to the dean, spoke on behalf of
the art department and did not mention this
memo. Vittes said, however, that a student vis-
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Removed art censorship or good taste Hundreds show for
"I'm not ready to explain those
•
pictures to my child," she said. "Put skit night at Arena

Supalies
For-The
Adventurous
Explorer

Mon-Sat
9am-7pm
8525 East Colanlal Dr.• Orlando, R 32807
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Make a unique and p~rsonal contribution to another family's
happiness:
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Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided.All donors are anonymous.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575
for information.
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University Floral & Gift Shoppe
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177

UCF Students

Corsages
$5.oo -each

We wire
Flowers, Balloons & .Gift.Baskets
.Anywhere!
·
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLODNS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • .GIFT .BASKETS
• FLOOR PL-ANTS

from ART, page 1
ited the dean's office, complained that
~he photos were offensive and asked
whetherTrowbridge had obtained faculty approval for hanging them:
'We oppose any kind of censorship," Vittes continued. But
Trowbridge never got pennission to
hang his art, and the nails used to hang
the art protruded from the wall, causing danger to students, he explained.
"In tenns of the nails, there was
an incident lastJ uly in which a person
. caught his arm on a nail and needed
four stitches," Vittes added .
Trowbridge said the nails remained in the wall after his photos
were removed. Many from the crowd
laughed and clapped at this inconsistency.
During the rest of the forum,
audience members tossed out opinions on whether the photos are pornography and where, if anywhere,
they should be displayed. .
A few people in the audience
disapproved of pla~ing the,Photos in a
building's hallways where all can see
h
~ .
.• roG f
•~r>~:i:• - ! ~
One woman said she had to
bring.her 4-year-61d c;m campu~ .one
afternoon and that she felt uncomfortable walking past the photos.
T
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them where people have a choice
whether they want to see them."
Another mother saw no problem. 'Those people who complained
spent a lot of time being offended."
And then there were the hardcore-anti-censors.
"This is the time and place for
that work to be shown. This is not
elementary school," shouted Scotty
Stumpf "I see this fascism infiltrating
America. Why are we disarming our
people?"
Teresa Robert, co-president of
the Arts Alliance, cited photos ofnude
women throughout the art building
and suggested that pennitting naked
women on walls but not men is sexist.
Trowbridge said his work has
been labeled homoerotic just because
it features male and not female nudity.
. Psychology Professor Randy
Fisher said it is important that the
photos be displayed somewhere so
people can decide for themselves
_whether they are pornography.
Acknowledging this, Robert
asked. students to submit their comments and questions to the art department. '1fwe want change, we need to
work as a group."

Wo~ld Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

from SKIT NIGHT, page 1
skits. To many, the opportunity to be
involved in homecoming and thecommunity took a lot of work and long
hours.
"I've stayed up from 10 in the
morning to about 8:30 in the morning
recently working on everything. The
skits arejust a lotofspiritand fun," said
Alpha Z Delta Amanda Clemens. "It
brings everybody together in the fraternities and sororities."
Although each skit lasted only
seven minutes, weeks were spent planning the perfonnance. According to
Delta Upsilon Kurt Pennypacker, Delta
Upsilon worked on their skits for three
weeks - a week of pre-production,
production and a week of post-production with rehearsals.
"The toughest part was getting
my lines 'down," Pennypacker said. '1
can act everything out, but to get my
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Beat the Mid-Week Blues
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Iwith coupon. Expires 11115 I
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Save .10°10 On
Clills Study Guides 1

Take 'this ad to the bookstore beiow and save I0% on
any Cliffs·product. Get smart and save money at the
·same time when you buy:
•Cliffs Notes®
•Cliffs Test
Preparation Guides

•

We've studied lots of research on career enhancement and
job success. You might employ what we've uncovered.

MAKE

0

CARE ABOUT YOUR APPEARANCE
When you interview - dress right, do the hair. And yeah,
polish your shoes... people notice. Nearly 80% of executives
agree that shined shoes are very important to your success.

•
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CARE ABOUT WHAT'S HAPPENING
Another way to get an edge on success is through
volunteering. Over 70% of students in a recent survey said
they had gained valuable life experience doing community
service. (And employers like it on your resume .)

• Cliffs StudyWare®
• Cliffs Quick Reviews
• C~mplete Study Editions

@) SURF OUT TO THE KIWICARE NElWORK

CAREER

·-

Available at
University of Central Florida
Bookstore

On the Internet - at http://WWW.KIWICARE.com. For info on
fashion, shoe care, interviewing skills, resume writing, volunteer service and .more. From Kiwi Brands- the shoe care
people who care about all the stuff that makes success.

NOW, KEEP STEPPIN'
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Void where prohibited by law. Valid at participating stores' only. One coupon per purchase, please.
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Alafaya McDonald's Supports
UCF Knights
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Buy Any Large Sandwich & Get One Free
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Lesser Value)
Valid Until November 30, 1995
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Notes from Student Government
by MELISSA M. LA WREN CE
Director of Communications/Public
Relations

Ca11ing ·all students! A huge
thank you and congratulations goes
out to all of you that participated in
Homecomingl995! It was a great
success. The turnout for the week's
events was tremendous. Thank
You's also go to Pete Wallace,
Homecoming chair, and CAB. SG
was proud to help sponsor such an
event, and we are all looking forward to next year's Homecoming.
With the school year winding
down, SG is busy at work finding
new ways to serve UCF students.
There are many new events coming
up in November that are sponsored
by SG, and you don't want to miss
any of them!
Hey, clubs and organizations!
November I 1 is the first ever SG
Awareness seminar. It wil1 be held
at the Sheraton off of Alafaya Trail
from I 0 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch will be
served, and there will also be a bus
ride down to the game. This-seminar
is geared to showing all clubs and
organizations how SG is opening
doors to your future. If you don't
know what Student Govemment is
all about, we definitely encourage
you to attend and learn what we do
for students. It is open to everyone.
Please RSVP by November 7 in the
SG offices, Student Center room
155. Also, don't forget about Knights
of the Roundtable on Tuesday, November 7 at 3:00 p.m. in the UDR.

titled "What Seniors wish they
Make sure your club is there!
SG will be sponsoring a voter knew ~hen they were Sophoregistration drive on the green No- mores." This presentation will be
vember 6-9. The main event is a given by Dr. Blau and Dr. Wang
roundtable discussion in the UDR in the Education Building, room
Wednesday, November 8, from 7 342 at 3:30 p.m . It promises to be
p.m. to 9 p.m. This event will fea- a very entertaining presentation!
ture respected Republicans and Go out and enjoy it!
UCF is. once. again retainDemocrats from the community in
a live debate,. There will be_food ing leadership in the Florida Stuprovided and a great deal of insight dents Association (FSA). Student
Body
into current issues.
President
Miguel
Are you environmental Iy con- Torregrosa has recently been
scious? If so, then this is for you! SG named Vice Chair of FSA. Not
will be holding an informational only is he working hard for stugathering in the Student Center, dents on campus, he is also workroom 211 on Wednesday, Novem- ing hard for us on the state and
ber 8, at 6 p.m. We are looking for national level, too! Congratulayour ideas on how to help us make tions, Miguel!
It is almost time for
UCF environmentally sound. There
will be free food, and afterward, you Leadership Orlando! This is an
can head to the UDR and attend the eight month program that allows
lucky participants the chance to
roundtable discussion!
November
17 marks learn all they can about the OrMulticultural Day. There will be a . lando community and to hobnob
Minority Recruitment Fair on the with some of the best and brightStudent Center green from 2 p.m. to est in Orlando. Not only can you
6 p.m. fhe event will feature cul- meet new people, you can gain
tural exhibits, games, ethnic foods valuable leadership skills and exand live performances. This is one perience that will further you in
way we are helping students to en- your careers.
joy UCF' sdiversecampus lifestyles.
SG will b~ sponsorfog one
Diversity and Multiculturalism are student to go through this pronot just a one day event. At SG, we gram. All you need to be is a
celebrate diversity everyday. Come student at UCF and come down to
the SG offices, Student Center,
out and join us!
PSI CHI is announcing their room 155 and apply. This is a
fall inductions which wi1l take wonderful opportunity for any stuplace at the University Club at 3 dent, so please come down and
p.m. on November 6. They also fill out the application to become
will- be holding a presentation en- one of tomorrow's leaders!

URLANDU UUTDUURS
SUPPiies
For The
Adventurous
Explorer
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Family
camping

Store
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381-7977
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8525 East Colonial Dr•.• Orlando, R 32807

Student Legal_Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
• Insurance
·•Contracts
• Traffic Tickets
Need:
_•AWill

• A Name Change
n.oefltested Dissolution
UCF's Student Leg~I Services provides free
legal con~ultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 22 7
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

This week's CAB
events are tastier than a
slab of Rico's ribs ...
...well, almost.

More Info. 823 - 6471
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1\lesday Nov. 7
TKL: Scared Wierd
Little Guys
(Comedy)
SAC_8 p.m.

Wednesday Nov. 8
Movie: Stand and
Deliver
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Sunday Nov.12
Movie: Ninemonths
SAC
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

Tuesday Nov. 14
TKL: Henry Cho
(Comedy)
SAC 8:00
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An evening of hope

blinds.
Then it happened. The door
When I received Jason bell rang. Four children, I'd guess
Unrath 's contest entry last week, as under six years of age, dressed in
I read, I thought, "Yeah, I remem- household remnants, holding Publix
ber." I can vaguely remember the bags said, "Trick or l'.reat!" Ten
year some innocent child bit into a minutes later the bell rang again.
caramel apple from a trick-or-treat
I took my old vampire cape .
bag, and inside, found a razor blade. out of theclosetand started greeting
It all went downhill from there.
the door with "boooo!" I lost count
In the next couple of years some time after fifteen. The cosmore razor blades were found and tumes got cuter.
then ot~er types of tampering. The
Once when I opened the door
police departments in conjunction I found two teenage boys with a
with local hospitals started offering baby in a stroller. The baby had a ·
free X-rays of the night's booty, but multi-colored wig on. UovedjL.
it was a lost cause.
Another time there was a
Over the past three years I group of black children with white
have had only ahand full oftrick-or- children. I stood shocked for a motreaters, mostly brave teenagers. It ment. (Remember, I just finished
was very sad and Ishare Mr. Umath's my KKK article.) I smiled broadly,
sentiments. Sure, local agencies and and looking up saw their moms at
businesses attempted to compen- the street, watching and smiling.
sate by putting together little events.
That's when I really started
It was charitable but not the same.
getting into it. I was genuinely and
As Halloweeh approached, I deeply happy. I must have seemed
found myself wondering ifl should rather foolish. Once when a cute
even bother to buy any candy. Fi- blonde, pre-teen ballet dancer came,
nally, I decided to buy a couple of I, in my cape said, "Booooo! Did I
bags, just on th_e outside chance that scare you?" "No," she said smiling,
a couple of kids did come. And I holding out her bag. "Say yes," I
confess I only bought the kind .of implored. "Yes," she said. "Happy
candy I would eat, expeeting there. Halloween." And so it was.
to be a great deal left over.
I can't remember the last
Hal lo ween came, anticipation time I had so much fun with $5
grew, the sun set and night began to worth of candy. As silly as it
fall. I turned on the porch light and se_emed, it restored hope, if only ·
lit two candles in the front window. for an evening, that parents and
I turned all the living room lights on. children could play together, that
Trying to think like a parent, I at- community could come together
tempted to make my home look and that happiness walked .the
available and safe. I opene~ the streets.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
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When kids kill .kids, look for answers

.fC'

NEWS ITEM: Lake Howell
High School student Expeditas
·"Odette" Reyes, 16, brings a gun to
'\,,:,:vw;:,,, ::·
school, but apparently, she accidentally shoots herself but survives.
NEWS ITEM: At Tavares
Middle School, Keith Johnson, 14,
Not every troubled child is a
. shoots 13-year-oldJoey Summerall
psychopath, but there are varying
to death.
their babies. They develop eye ~on degrees to which attachment is inKids kill kids, kids rape kiqs, tact and intimacy. Attached chil- complete. I call the gang problem to
and kids rob and assault other kids. dren grow up with a feeling of self- the witness stand. Pre-teens and teenKids rob, rape, assault and kill adults. worth, respect for others and the agers seek a bond, a sense of beWhat, may I ask, has happened to ability to love.
longing and protection in gangs that
our children?
In their book High Risk: Chit-· ·they lack at home.
This is a crisis whose causes dren Without a Conscience, Dr. Ken
In the United States, thereare
are numerous. Child abuse and ne- Magid and Carole McKelvey ex- nearly 5,000 gangs, and individual
glect, the teen pregnancy plague, pose the frightening phenomenon gang members number roughly
the absence of the critical bonding
250,000. They bear mute witness to
period between parent and child,
a
breakdown of social controls If
to
parents, religion and education. A
high divorce rates, moral relativism
and inadequate foster care. And last, feeling of powerlessness, coupled
but certainly not least, our culture.
with criminal aggression, leads them
American culture is rife wit.h
to believe that they have little or
sex and violence, and many televinothing to lose if they commit
sion programs, movies and video
crimes. This is the nitroglycerin in
games are cornucopias of both. No
our young, social dynamite. The
opinion poll suggests anything to
toothless juvenile justice system's
the contrary. It has been argued that
rulings are inextricably intertwined
the prevalence of vicarious and real
with this problem.
violence has desensitized our chil- of unattached or "character-disToomanyofus,perhaps,have
dren. Some grow up believing that turbed" chifdren. These children's become jaded and think, "That's the
violence is an acceptable solution to capabilities range from antisocial way it is," and accept what is happroblems. They bring that violence behavior to future drug and alcohol pening to our children. No! This is
in.to the corridors and classrooms.of abuse to outright psychopathic. We unacceptable. No child should die.
their schools. Recent surveys show have met them as adults in Ted Not at the hands of another child or
that more and more middle school Bundy and Charles Manson.
at the hands of an adult. If we are to
and high school students fear being
Unattached children have no reclaim America from the dark
victims of violence.
sense of right and wrong. They do forees that seek to possess its soul,
The s;ausative agents of vio- not value human life. They show we must begin by rescuing our chillence abound, but the result is the extraordinary cruelty to their par- dren. Their lives depend on it, and
same - children who have little, if ents and siblings without compunc- America's ftiture hinges on it.
any, childhood. Or worse: children tion or remorse. We have heard
NEWS ITEM: Middletown,
who deprive other children of what about one of these children in Pearl Delaware. Nine-year-old Steven
should be years of bliss. There is Jam's hit song, "Jeremy." We have Wilson tries to strangle a 7-year-old
merit to the idea that this is the result heard about these children in the neighbor boy who taunted him. A
of no personal or social moorings. Central Park jogger incident. We week later, Steven is found dead.
Attachment, the bonding between can see them in the Larry Clark film The 7-year-old neighbor's big
parent and child, is vital. It begins Kids. We qm see them in any juve- brother is charged with the
when mothers and fathers cuddle nile justice system courtroom.
murder.

we are reclaim
America from,the
dark forces that
seek to possess its
soul, we must begin
by rescuing our
children.

'(OUR. OPINION
COUNT~-60

Just a reminder - The Central
Florida Future is your newspaper.
Let it be your voice. Send your guest
columns or letters to the editor to

6b..ND IT IN!

patfox@eworld.com or
atfox0590@aol.com
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In defense of Baseball - the game that dreams are made of
•

Darren Crovitz, on October
17, used this space to give baseball
a general thrashing ("Examining
America's so-called National Pastime"). Upon reading his column
(contrary to popular belief, sportswriters can read) I felt compelled to
respond from the sports enthusiast's
point of view.
There are two views of basebal I. The first approach (Mr.
Crovitz's angle) is the linear approach, which is the progression of
the game as it has become the 1ucrati ve empire that is today. Some see
it as becoming corrupted and jaded
by the almighty dollar, showing off
the business side of the sport. Many
view baseball this way; it is based
on fact (last year's strike as an example), and there is not much that
can be said to refute it.
The way I see it (and other
baseball fans view it) is in the cyclical sense. This is based on nostalgia
and memories from childhood play
- good and bad ones. No matter
how much the sport of baseball may
change, the game remains the same.
Major league players are the professional proliferation of what we. as
kids, dreamed of doing on our own
'Fields Of Dreams.' That is what
keeps drawing us back to the sport,
despite the actions of players and
owners.
I have plenty of baseball
memories. I have those .o f my own

As the October winds started
to pick up, the breeze brought me
Halloween memo1ies of a long time
· ago, of a small town in New York.
Over a decade ago, in Fredonia, the
cold gusts brought the sce.nt of the
fall's first home fire. My brother
and I would soon prepare to live in
another world for a day, to put on the
temporary mask of a loved video
game character or favorite gothic
monster. Soon, we would knock on
doors of people we did not know,
,, and they would give us candy peanut butter chews sticky enough
to be denture adhesive. Or minisized candy bars galore that when
assembled in scores, looked like a
bright technicolor flag.
When I was young, Halloween meant a chance to get candy
(much of which would be stolen by
my less conservative brother, but
would still linger until Thanksgiving). In thi elementary way, the
ritual is strangely appropriate. It is a
seasonal celebration, a pagan nod to
the life cycle of harvest. death and
rebirth. However. there was a deeper
level to trick-or-treating in a small
town. There wa~ a feeling of safety
and an abstract love for this town.
But I would not learn what it meant
until it was gone.
When I was 12 years old,
my mother had a budding.,
young lawyer boyfriend, and
we all moved down to Florida.
Already, I was dimly aware of
the changes cif space and time
overtaking me because on my
last Halloween as a pre-teen in
New York, the town hospital
had given free x-rays of all Halloween loot to check for razor
blades. My haul had been irradiated, too, in the name of
'safety, despite the lack of docu-

from Little League and JV ball in
high school. My fondest baseball
memory is not iny own; it is from
1980, watching Tug McGraw fan
Willie Wilson on three pitches to
clinch the Phillies' first World Series. I also have a bitter memory or
two. The name Joe Carter ring a
bell? (It does to Mitch Wi11iams.) I
take it you never played the game,
Mr. Crovitz, and you have no fond
memories of it.
On the subject of last year's
cancelled World Series, yes, I was
outraged! All baseball fans were for
a time. But it wasn ··t the owners with
their fan appreciation . days that
brought them back, it was the players and their play. The Colorado
Rockies, who made the playoffs in
just its third year of existence, with
three of their players in the top four
spots in home runs and RBis. Then
there was the Cal Ripken story. Face
it, ifit was a ho-hum season, the fans
would have definitely stayed away.
Because of the colorful 1995 season, we "foolish public" possess "a

mented evidence of Halloween
candy tampering in America's
history. Welcome to the Paranoid
'80s,Jason. HomeoftheMcMartins.
My first Halloween in
Florida, my mom drove my
brother to the mall's.Trick-or- ·
Treat-o-rama. The change is
complete today. There is no

When society shuts
people out, when
children are
encouraged not to
meet new people,
when we lose our
basic love of
humanity, it is a
short time before
we lose our life's
purpose.
community in the modern age
in Florida. W.e are now one big
shopping mall. Don't talk to
strangers or we'll call security
on you.
In the past three years
there have been a total of two
costumed parti~s visiting the
house I happened to be in on
October 3 I. I repeat: I have
had two trick-or-treaters in the

· collective will as ephemeral as the
wind?" I can't digest that.
Now, on to where Mr. Crovitz
is off-base. First of all, the World
Series may seem drawn out, but it is
never dull. These seven games are
the most important ones on the sports
calendar, so all pitching changes
and quirky bounces belong as part
of it. Did you see Games I' and 2?
Those games could have gone either way theentire game, and though
the Indians lost both, the tying run
was on base in each.of them.
Second is his comparing a fat
outfielder to a couch potato. Mr.
Crovitz, dQ¥Ou ref}! iz~whfillsind of
conditIOning rttakes to play a 162game.season? The out of shape ball
player does not exist. In fact, I'd pit
you against two players, tied together as a three-legged team, in a
50-yard dash. I know they'll beat
you hands down.My choices? Cecil
Fielder and John Kruk.
NowontoCalRipken. Working 13 years without missing a day
may not seem impressive to you.
True, he doesn't "haul coal and dig
ditches" for a living. All he does is

man the second-most dangerous it's tin1e we pulled the plug on tni
position on the field. next to thy dying game ... "). Baseball fans
pitcher. Not only does he have to REFUSEtoletthathappen.ln 1972,
snare laser-like line drives and heat- the players went on strike, and the
seeking grounders, he has to cover fans came 'hack. The same thing
second base on many steal and bunt happened in ' 81 (for half the seaatternpts. And .doing all this .five son) and '85 (for one day), and in
days a week for 13 years without a 1990 were locked out by the ownserious injury. (In contrast, in my ers. And each time the fans came
second JV game at Colonial High back. Then ofcourse came the Strike
1111
School,Igotspiked - - · . - - - - - - of '94-'95. Now
·ratings for this
in the left ankle it
by my right shoe.)
:· with
.
."year's World SeHe has done all of
ries are expected
this with a high eleto he higher than
mentof class, whkh
those in 1993, the
is seconded by all
last series played.
W8S But the game
connected with the
game. He has not
n,
hasn't changed
alienated fellow
one bit, not in a
hundred years.
players, managers
or fans like many
Not everyone can
other major leagu- -----------lllflunk a basketball,
ers. Justice prevailed, in that a man · shoot a hockey puck or throw a
of Ripken's demeanor broke Lou 60-yard pass into double cover.~
Gehrig's consecutive
game streak age. But everyone can play baseof 2, 130 games. And in the off- ball. Or at least think they can .
season, Ripken (like all other play- And everyone, at one time or
ers) maintains a conditioning regi-. another, has taken on Mr.
ment that you and I would consider Crovitz's linear thinking on the
back breaking work. If you think the surface. But in our hearts, it's
only work ball players do is in the the game of our youth and will
three hours spent on the field, you al ways remain that way.
Though it may be the sport of
are grossly misguided.
I will close by addressing Mr. millionaires and their egos, it
Crovitz's portrayal of the health of. is our game.
Leave baseball alone. Oh,
the game ("The ov.erall health is
[like] ... a terminal cancer patient, and and GO TRIBE!

But wasn, the
th· •
Owners
elr
fan appreciation
days that brought
them bac"· ·it
the players and
their play.

-

to face the American League batDear Pat,
ting champ Edgar Martinez - in
I am responding to the article front ofa hostile Seattle crowd- to
past three years. Last year, I titled "Examining America's so- save the day for his beloved Yanbough t two bags of mini- called favorite pastime." I respect kees had to be on the edge of their
wrapped candy bars in the hope Mr. Corvitz's right to express his seat. And I also have a feeling that
that Orlando would be differ- opinion, but I disagree. ·
when later in the same game Joey
ent than Sarasota (eastern OrFirst of all, I take serious of- Cora hit an inside-the-park-Grandlando being packed with resi- .. fense to the author's blatant attack Slam, I wasn't the only person in
dential communities) ..It was" · on the baseball fans all over the Central Florida that was screaming
different, indeed. Instead o( world. The author could have·got- at the television.
one costumed tyke show'tr1g up, ten his pointacr6s's without the rude
The great game of baseball
none appeared at all. :
·insults thrown at the reader. This may not be totally recovered from
Last year Bill Clinton said shows a lack of moral character.
the wounds of the strike, hut in my
that the best way to avoid a
Secondly, has Mr. Crovitz heart; it never left. As long as there
high crime rate was commu- watchedabaseballgameinthepast · is Big Units, Mattinglys, pop flys,
nity policing, . knowing who month? Anyonewhosawanyofthe _,..st1:ikeouts and ballpark hot dogs, the
your neighbors are so as to bet- Mariners-Yankees series had to be · game of baseball will always be the
ter discern unusual activities. impressed. ThedramaofBlackJack American Pastime.
How is this possible when we McDowellcorningoutofthebullpen
And're Beaucage, Freshman
are too afraid and self-centered
to · greet the people on our
block?
Some folks claim there is
a lack of volunteers to help out
in our public schools and let
our children know there are
Dan Griffin, The Liberal Media, about
ca·fing people in the world af~
ter all. My experience is dif~
the Pope's visit.
ferent. My friend told me his
school desperately needed volO Robin Koestoyo's contest entry, along
.u·nteers, but when I talked to
with contest results.
·(he teacher about this supposed
n~ed, I was informed by a suddenly steel-eyed teacher that
O Letters to the editor in response to
she did not need any volungay rights articles.
teers. When society shuts people
out because they are male and
children are encouraged not to
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
meet new people, we lose our ba:.
articles.
Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed
sic love of humanity, our souls
to
823-9495,
or E-mailed to theeditorat patfox@eWorld.com.Or,
and our life's purpose.
if
you
prefer,
PatFox0590@aol.com.
Wake up, America. Love.

o
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Female to share 211, furnished
lakefront home. $270/m + 1/2 util
& phone. I0 min to campus-5 to
downtown. Call 894-5223

Club Info
UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday

MJF NIS to share 2h/2ba condo.

11 am PH 115 Club Night Thuts.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

lo

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

November 7, 1995

Tutor wanted for Comp Sci I &
Pascal. Bill 240-7406

Put your picture on your resume.
Resume service. 679-9344

For Sale

KCO Inc. Typing/$ l .50/678-6735

Large microwave works great. $30
Call Justin at 658-2677

Home Pre-School/Day care
20 years experience
UCF area 678-0965

ATHLETES

mi. from UCF. W/D, pool, tennis,
quiet & private. $200/mo + 1/2
util. Call ASAP Jenny 671-7191

City Nights Valet is now hiring
athletes to fill valet positions
throughout Central Florida. If
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Video/Animation production
you are 19 yrs of age, a safe
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
equip. Toaster 4000, SVHS
driver and looking for a great
Works Trailer room I0 I.
camera and Decks, animation
college job or some holiday cash,
Everyone is welcome.
software, many extras. Must sell,
City Nights has the job for you.
Info: 657-0614
best offer. Contact John
Flexible
scheduling
makes
it
Earn $500 wk +Bonuses
(813) 772-9937
ideal
for
students
or
people
Fast growing art co. seeks
for
extra
money.
looking
UCF Cricket Club for info 568motivated people to earn hig
Positions available immediately.
1495 - Join now to play in Central
dollars part time.
Ladies l4KT ring, yellow gold,
Call 849-0607 for an
Florida Cricket League-Chris
240-109 l
white gold trim, round diamond,
appointmentand more informaPersad
.37 carat, high rated color &
tion.
Babysitter needed. mature,
clarity, $650, 1/2 of retail! Call
***ATTENTION***
dependabl.e, references. Nights.
281-7025
Partying becoming to much?
City Nights will be on campus
Call Sherry 365-9319
Alcoholics Anonymous
Wednesday, Nov. 8th in front
Meets at noon - student center M,W1----------------1 of the bookstore. Appl)cations Townhouse in Chancellor's Row: 2
Room SC 211 ;T,R Room SC 214
Sales Reps Needed
Bed/2 Bath. 1.5 miles from UCF.
and intervi s · I be don eon
Students, Faculty, Staff Welcome
Newquest is a local )ast
$55,000. Call 381-0610 to see
sight
growing Internet presence
provider. Work your own hours.
PEOPLE PERSON
Tanning membership 359-1836
Great Commissions. Call
Friendly,
Orlando
office
seeking
1 1/2 months unlimited Aloma/
Marcus at 673-1511
3 to 5 well-organized, energetic
Howell Branch $I 00.00 Mary
UCF area, roommate wanted,
people to join our team. Full or
available now! 2br/2ba, screen
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100
part-time 384-0085
porch, washer/dryer. $257/month +
your/ Ist week increase
HP48GX graphics calculator with
utilities Call 380-0417
expotentially fmm Jh_er.e~ PT/FT.
PC link $175 Tel. 6588925
. Have been booking travel for
· Wanted!!!
several fortune 500 companies:
Individuals, Student organizations
Roommate Wanted: Female,
Pitbull pups 4 sale UBrimdle 3
GM,
Chrysler,
and
CocaFord,
to promote Spring Break Earn
smoking. All amenities, Sunkey
Brown
200ea Call Mark 282-2557
Cola. This is the most rock solid Money and Free Trips Call InterApt $320/month plus 1/2 utilities.
Campus Programs
Needed mid-December or January. opportunity you're going to find.
Ford Motor Fin l-800-631-9436 http:www.icpt.co 1-800-327-6013
Call Meredith at 679-3837.

Licensed Massage Therapist

I

Help Wanted

Roommates

Term papers, word processing,
. .. transcription, resumes.
Competitive rates. Days-evenings
weekends.695-9010

Going

. .

.

FREE

'

Tutors
Physics, Trig, Algebra, Fortran, Cl
C++, Basic, Windows applications, Spanish, Geometry. For
appts. Prof. Rivera 671-4078

Singl~s
Health Professional
Sincere, caring professional male
enjoys dinning out/intelligent
conversations· in search of caring
attractive female fro friendship,
romance and possible long term
relatio~ship . Call Paul 658-8937

Baily's special limited program for
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

.

~

MONE~

Are you the kind of person who is going places? You
have plans and dreams, but you need a degree?
Call Warner Southern College!

U.C.F. senior Michelle Miller,
L.M.T., is offering therapeutic
and relaxational professional
massage at a special di count rate
for U.C.F. students, faculty and
staff of $25 per one hour session.
Call for an appointment.
623-9544
MMOOl3520

·FOR· COL.L.EQE

Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$350 guaranteed

Warner Southern College offers a fully accredited
Bachelor of Arts degree that is completed in the
evenings and on week-ends. With your
motivation, you can complete your
degree in 12-20 months.

for a nominal processing fee

Besa at John Patrick Com usrv 407 671-9973
....Call____
____________ ____ ..·-·-·-.-....-.-----,_....--------.

Call today for a free information packet, a schedule of
information meetings near you, and a financial aid kit.
Don't delay, go places!

_.,

..-.

._.

~~

~ARNER
SOUTHERN COLLEGE

1-800-520"'.2322

]

,Only $1 per lille fof UCF ~Indents
Call 823-8054 for more info
.... :)•

.

...

Gzz

& More··

~

•

•

photo/HUNT

photo/SOLARES

.:··I

photo/STRODE

photo/HUNT

(Top left) Kim Sarubi embraces Ivy Brown, last years Homecoming
queen, as her victory is announced. (Top center) ....... and Shannon Martin
take their rightful place as the ;96 Homecoming King and Queen. (Top
right) An astonished Martin listens as his name is announced as Homecoming King. (Left center) An enthusiastic pep rally goer gets crazy last Friday
in the reflecting pond. (Bottom top right) UCF students raised a ruckus
during Friday's pep rally. (Bottom right) An aerial view ofthe pep rally.
photo/STRODE
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fit/to Rtff'iBtl
reviews of current flicks on video
* -Go Fish (R)

Richard Attenborough and Mara Wilson star in a
present day version of Miracle on 34th Street.

*** Miracle on 34th Street (PG)

(Hallmark, Nov. 7)
Absolutely one of the worst films I've seen about
gay women and relationships. Lately these so-called "coming out" movies hype themselves as being original. They
all seem to believe their movies shows the true side of the
gay lifestyle. That may be true, but these flicks suck.
They're supposed to be heightening awareness, but with
all this pathetically sub-standard acting, they're just embarrassing themselves and insulting true artistic filmmaking.

This is Gordy. He is a pig. Gordy talks in Gordy.

·

(20th Century Fox, Nov.7)
The spirit of the season will always be cheerful
and warm as long as Miracle on 34th Street is
among the holiday treats. Much-like the classic, this present-day version of Kriss Kringle's
trial is more of the same, with some welcome
ornaments.
Miracle on 34th Street follows the
similar plot of old but toys with today's single
parent family. The parents unfortunately become a thorn on a decadent tree, especially
after many pleasant scenes with the children
on Santa's Lap. In one such scene, when
Santa asks in sign language what a lit_tle deaf
girl wants for Christmas, I have to admit a
sentimental tear saw the light.
· It was sucked back in as quickly as it
appeared when a barload of drunken Claus'
began downing mugs of beer. This emotional
swaying wasn 'texactly the tone hoped for the
Miracle, but when the it was uplifting it made
for a delightful film.
It'll probably be tough to force yourself
Chris O'Donnell and Drew Barrymore play runaway
to this magic~] film, amidst the flurry of
teenagers
i~ the road adventure Mad Love, which is
snowstorms, but two sweet little girls and one
being
released
on video on November 7.
mystical old man are awaiting. Believe.

ALTAllOMTE SPRU.
689 E Altamonte Spr. Dr.
331-9525

ORLAllDO

ORLAMDO

290 I E Colonial Dr.
894-1700

6114 S. Orange Blos5om Tr.
855-0001

* Bar Girls (R)
(Orion, Nov 7.)
See review of Go Fish.
1/2 Bad Boys (R)
(Columbia, Nov. 7)
No, you're not going to get anything
special from two comedians acting. No, you're
not going to get a edge-of-your-seat, plot engulfing thriller. You're going to get bad actors
who are just boys irl a man's game.
And, you wjll, luckily, get some solid
comedy. Bad Boys.with Will Smith and Martin
Lawrence, is strictly a vehicle for exploiting the
successful sit-com stars and their comedy routines. The script, the dialogue and this waste of
a time actress are simply groundwork for witty
one-timers and laugh track humor.
Movies, like this are one-in-many, but
most don't succeed. Bad Boys, the film is juvenile moviemaking. The bad boys, Smith and
Lawrence, are hilarious.

**

Current releases (Oct. 31- Nov. 7):
Batman Forever, Gordy, The Last Good
Time, Mad Love, My Family, Natural .Causes,
The Underneath.
.- Reviews by Derek Krause
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'Spike Heels' struts its way to laughs '
by Laura Bundy
Theater Critic

What would you call being in
love with your teacher, being propositioned by his best friend (your boss)
and playing one against the other because you can't figure out what else to
do?
How about sex in the '90s?
AlittlePygmalion,alittle Working Girl and a little shoe fetishism go
a long way in the sexy, angry, and
wildly funny Spike Heels, now playingat the Ci vie Theatre's Second Stage.
At the center of the comedy is
Georgie, a woman wanted by two
man who are incapable of openly
sharing their feelings for her. One, her
mentor, attempts to better her Iife without acknowledging that she has anything to teach him. The other is her
employer, a sleazy lawyer who t;iarasses her on the job, but at some point
comes genuinely to care for her.
Complicating matters is the fact
that Georgie is a fish out of water, a
former waitress who is desperate to
leave her down-and-out past for a real
life among these men, who she imagines to be successful and incellectual.
Before long, however, it becomes clear
that not one of Spike Heels's characters has the life she wants. She finds
out the hard way that confusion and
manipulation know no class boundaries.
Yet the ambiguous and combative dialogues don't serve only as
social commentary but are supremely
entertaining as well. Spike Heels

doesn't try to solve the dilemmas of that seems at first glance to be Mr.
mcxlem sex and romance. Instead, it Right ~ caring, ~mart, fun. even a
shows the pitfalls that all of us have good cook. Yet the mcire we see of
experiencedinonewayoranotherand him, the less we like him, and the less
lets u laugh as we see that these wefoel hedeservesGeorgie'sadmiracharacters don't cope any better than tion.
the rest of us.
Keirnan's Shakespearean
Leesa Halstead gives an often background is evident in his apcomplex characterization of Georgie.. pro ach to Andrew's language,
The would-be heroine's insecurities wringing everything he can out of
find their way throughHalstead's bra- the play's text, playing, subtly, with
vado, just as her strength is apparent every line. It is his attention to Ianjust "'.'hen we expect her to be most guage that drives what we see as his
vulnerable. Rather than trying to rec- character's descent, completely
oncile Georgie's inconsistencies, natural and gradual.
Halstead plays them full tilt, fleshing
The foil to intellectual Andrew
out a very real person.
is his best frien·d, Edward, colorfully
Halstead's one problem is her played by Brett Rice. Audiences will
approach to monologues, which is recall his outstanding guest perforunfortunate because she has a number mance as John Barrymore in Theatre
of them. Allowing Georgie to launch UCF's I Hate Hamlet. He is no less
a tirade, Halstead tends to gloss over charismatic here, as the guy w~ love to
an entire speech with one emotion, hate - or do we?
rather than play individual lines for
Despite his work-place bemaximum effect. We tend to see a havior, more of what Edward does
"furious speech," or a '. 'happily~~fa~gftable than d)sttlrbing, and
vous speech," instead _of a carefully- Rice pulls out all the stops. His
studied, line by line approach to the perfonnanceismorenon-verbal than
text.
the other performers and gets the
Nevertheless, Halstead defi- most belly laughs. Easily the most
nitelybreathes1ifeintoGeorgie'schar- fun to.watch, he seems really t() be
acter, if not always her language, rel- playing, especially when he imiishing the ambiguities of a role that, in tates his ex, Lydia (Adonna Clark in
thehandsofanotheractress,tooeasily a fine pe_rformance), as Dracula.
could have been a cartoon.
Too raucous to be called a
Playing Georgie's teacher, romanticcomedy,SpikeHeelspokes
Andrew, is Paul Keirnan. Keiman's fun at everyon~, from feminists to
job is difficult, creating a character chauvinists. You won't want to miss
whose facades quietly crumble away Spike Heels, through November 19
with the progression of the show. He attheCivicTheatre'sSecondStage.
succeedsbeautifully.Andrewisaman For tickets, call 896-7365.

Ket P. Ian and get
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a
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Classes starting soon - call now!
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More students take Kap~an's.courses every
year than any qther t.est prep co.inpany's.
Call us today to find oat why.

I
,
j

1-800-KAP-TEST

·KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
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Decide for Yourself/
~-

If your dream is to become a medical doctor, don't :
· let someone else decide·you can't do it. Decide
· : yourself! CaU us today to find out what your options :
· are at the UAG.

me·

·a o o - s 3· 1 .• s 4

g 4:

Universidad Aut6noma
· de Guadalajara

I
:

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
I

. ......
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Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma·will always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
"YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

'Ihe Cypress Do1i1e
First Place National Award Winner
1995 AWP Program Director's,Award for_Literary Content

*Patients in.shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness ·

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

'We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointmem
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

University
Apartments
Across from UCF!
*Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments
from $375 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom)

..

• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
• Laundry Facilities
•Pool
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning

Fiction • Essays -• Poetry .• Drama
Send or deliver manus~1 ipts and self -addressed stamped envelopes to:

•

The Cypress Dome
Department of English (HFA 301)
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

Deadline: December 11, 1995
t
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UCF

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097
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Homecoming game keeps the Golden Knights' playoff hopes alive
•

HOMECOMING, from page 12

in the Golden Knights' victory. Carrying the ball 39 times for 203 yards,
Smith ameliorated his single season
record of35 carries set a month earlier
versus Samford. His desire to advance
the ball was apparent on the Golden
Knights' opening drive when Daunte
Culpepper led the offense onto the
field in no-huddle fashion. With the
BCC defense off balance, Culpepper
handed-off to Smith for an aggressive
nine-yard gain. Establishing the,
WATCH OUT (here comes the run),
game-plan, the UCF offense battered
the Wildcat defense deep into its own
territory.Butthedrivewassoonended
when BCC defensive back Derrick
Payne literally took matters into his
own hands. Intercepting Culpepper
on the two-yard line, Payne scampered 64 yards down the sideline,
killing the Golden Knights' scoring
opportunity and leaving theBCC offense 34 yards from the end zone. The
"Liberty" bell was ringing.
UCF's defense held and gave
Culpepper and Co. another shot at the
scoreboard. Smith would reach the
end zone for the first of his two touchdowns on the day. The Golden Knights
never looked back.

Running on all cylinders, UCF's
offense displayed the weapons it has
in store for any team trying to obstruct
its path. Culpepper, who completed
l 7-of-26 passing for 183 yards and
two touchdowns was not at his best,
but his supporting cast was. Fullback
Gerod Davis led all receivers with 62
yards while showing his versatility.
Reggie Doster and MarkNonsant were
also instrumental in the passing game
as they combined for99 yards on nine
catches. Prior to the contest, the Wildcat defense allowed its opponents 357
total yards per game. This week they
werenotassolid,astheGoldenKnights
accumulated 518 yards in 92 plays
from scrimmage.
Defensively, the Golden
Knights remained potent, yieldingjust
218 total yards to a team that averages
uver400.
"Time after time our defense
just stepped it up," defensive captain
Robert Braucht said. "No matter what
situation we were put into, we stood
our ground and showed who we really
are."
Facing an exceptional receiver
in All-American and All-MEAC candictate Morris Nobles, the UCF secondary stood strong allowing him just
three catches for 25 yards.

'1 feel the games fall on the
secondary," senior Allen Powell said.
'1f we prevent the big play, ourteam has
that much more of a chance to win."
Winning the rest ofits games this
season is a must for the UCF football
program. Looking toward Troy State
next week, the Golden Knights are hopinga win will getaplayoffbirth.' We' ve
only lost one game that many people
thought we shouldn't have." Davis said
optimistically. "If we beat Troy State,
that'll open up some eyes."
Restaurants hourly positions

IEVERWOll
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Serving up great food for dinner only!
Outback Steakhouse, the Aussie theme
restaurant has great opportunities
avai Iable for:

•LINE COOKS •DISHWASHERS

•

Smith has al ways praised Davis
for his efforts, and he was especially
pleased to see his other half touch the
ball more th.is game. Davis racked up
97 yards oftotal offense on two carries
and four pass receptions.
Along with the perfonnance of
the offensive line, Smith's speed
improvement has made a big difference all season and especially now.
Smith worked hard in the off-season
to slim down and revamp his 1)ets."
"I'm a lot faster than last year,"
Smith said. "For scout's sake, that's
go~ng to help a lot with the pros .
''I'm trying to concentrate on
finishing the season, but when it comes
to the pros, if you're good enough,'
they 'II find you .. .I wouldn' tsay size is
a matter. Eric Metcalf is small, too."
UCF' s nmning backs area tight
group. They call themselves the regulators because they make things happen - like victories. .f

$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student ID
Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping C-~nter

•BUSSERS •HOST & WAITSfAFF
Apply in person c* call for an appointment
Mon-Sat l-3:30pm at:

We Deliver!

25¢ Wings

UCPs ground game has opponents looking
for answetS and Knights winning games _
RUNNING HARD, from page 12
coaches.
"Last week I wanted to break
the record and the coaches told me, no,
because they did not want to risk me
getting hurt," Smith explained. "So
when I went into this game, I came off
the field limping to scare the coaches,
just playing with the coaches."
Despite his huge yardage totals
the past couple of weeks, Smith is
quick to modestly point to the efforts
of his offensive line and the man who
escorts him through the holes.
'The biggest accomplishment,
more than my records, is what Gerod
[Davis] has done - blocking and
rushing for l 000 yards," Smith said
referring to his fullback who ran for
over l 000 yards as a freshman and
who has now blocked for Smith in his
two l 000-yard seasons. "Any time
you have great blocking, the yardage
is going to add up."

282-0505

Monday - Friday&
11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday
5891 Red Bug Lake Road
(Red Bug & Tuskawilla)
4071699-0900

Come Join Us at the Newly Remodeled ...
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STUDENTS AND FACULTY
FREE ENROLLMENT $19 95 W/ THIS COUPON
AEROBICS ONLY MEMBERSHIP
$15°0 PER MONTH

Now Featuri17g our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 112 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
~
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Homecoming a happy
one in last of long rivalry
Chris Shilkaitis

.

by TTh1 SPRINGER
Staff writer

1

I

A rivalry may have come to an
end Saturday at the Citrus Bowl when
the UCFGolden Knights (5-4) and the
Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman College (3-6) mixed it up one last time.
Battling for 15 consecutive seasons,
the Golden Knights now lead the alttime series I 0-5 and had little trouble
muscling the Wildcats around the field

Special Wor1d Series tribute
I

At some point in our child- I
hood, we all act out the dream of
being a hero. You know - the 3-2
count, bases loaded, two outs, game
7 of the World Se1ies, and you're
the batter scenario. Ironically, the
outcome is always the same. You
get the big hit and win the game for
your team.
No, this wasn't the situation
in this year's series, but it did provide some similar heroics. The last
World Series played ('93) saw a
game-winning, series-ending, home
run by Joe Carter of the Toronto
Blue Jays in the last inning. For the
second time (not year) in a row, the
series was decided upon a home
run. Only this one didn' c come in
the ninth. David Justice belted the
game's only run in the 6th inning of
game 6. Because of the depth in
pitching, there would be no more
scoring. The outcome was a 4-2
series win for a team that was desperately trying to avoid a Buffalo
Bills reputation.
If neither team was your home
team or favorite team, it is understandable if you were torn 9own the
middle in who to root for. The Cleveland InJians had been a cellar
dweller team for so many- years.
The poor team even had a movie
made about them resembling a
theme lhat miracles do happen.
Finally, last year, just when
it seemed that miracle was becoming reality, the infamous baseball
strike on Aug. 12 halted any dreams
they may have embarked. Similarities 'existed over in the Nationa1
League as we! I.
Another sob story of a team
that saw nothing but darkness.year
after year. Remember flipping
through the channels and attempting to watch a Braves game on
TBS? Seeing nothing but emptiness in the background was not
uncommon. A sellout didn't. even
!' exist six years ago at Fulton County
Stadium. But that was before play!ers
like Justice, McGriff, Maddux
I
:and Jones took the field. The Braves
\went on to win four divisions and
itwo World Series appearances in 5
!years, but nd title to show for it. .
,
So you weigh your options.
Who do you feel sorry for the most?
But it was actually who wanted it !
the most. Not one of the players
from the Indians was even born the
]&<;t time the club made it to the
series-51 years ago. But most of
the Braves players were around
when the team came so close for
four straight years. Fo~ the Braves,
it was like tying their hands up and
teasing them with theirfavoritefood,
knowing that can't get to it unless
they break free.
.
On Oct. 28, they broke free.
!The end of a sorry saga and perhaps the beginning of a new dynasty.
Congiµtulations Braves1995 World Series Champions!
1

en route to :i 38-7 homecoming victory. With talk ofplayoffhopesdiminishing since losing to an under-rated
Liberty football team, the UCF football program took another positive
step toward rekindling the light of the
second season.
In nearly a repeat performance
of a week ago at Northeast Louisiana,
Marquette Smith played a major role
see HOMECOMING, page 11
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Daunte Culpepper(above) complimented the Golden
Knights strong ground attack with a consistent air assault.
photo/SAGINARIO

Rumblin', bull1blin', sblmblin' and
setting records along the way
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Assistant sports editor

Golden Knights' running back
Marquette Smith has been leading the
charge of an all-out ground assault on
opponents as of late, and last Saturday
against the Bethune-Cookman College
Wildcats was no different.
Smith to the left. Smith to the
right. Smith up the middle. Smith ran
and ran en route to a University of
Central Florida record 39 carries in a
gamewhilerackingup203yar~s.Smith

also became the first UCF running back
to gain more than 1000yar9srushingin
two seasons. He is also the only UCF
running back to post back-to-back 200
yard games. To say the least, Marquette
has been playing inspired ball.
"I think Marquett~ has turned it
on because ofhis six yards in the Hawaii
game," UCF head coach Gene
McDowelf explained. ·"'He"set some
preseason goals, and the Hawaii game
set him behind. He was pl~ying with a
vengeance."
McDowell isreferringtoS.n:ith's
five carries for only eight yards against
Hawaii. Smith was quick to agree that it
was sonie ~dded motivation. "Yeah", I
had to rnake·up for that."
One ofthe preseasqn goals Smith
set for himself was to rush for 2000
yards this season. Although that number is unrealistic (and a forgone conclusion now), Smith felt that striving for
that goal would put him at a more

attainable 1500 yard season. With
two games left, Smith has I, 194 yards
on the season, needing only 144 yards
to break Willie English's singleseason record of 1,338 yards. His
goal of 1500 yards is also within
reach, thanks to Smith's efforts the
past couple of weeks.
"In my opinion, he's played
the last two weeks the best he's ever
played here," McDowell said. ·
McDowell added that he is even
happier with Smith's performances,
due to the fact that UCFhas won both
games.
Smith's teammates are also
happy with his efforts.
''Marquette is just good. He's
a great back," quarterback Daunte
Culpepper said. "I have to say that
this is his best performance. [His
running] opens up a lot of stuff for
me."
Last week, Smith rushed for
225 yards, which is only 18 yards shy
of the UCF single-game rushing
record of242 set by Willie English.
Smith begged McDowell to let him
break the record, but fearing possible
injury when the game was won,
McDowell took Smith out for the
fir'!al series. This week, Smith was
nol as close to the record. but
McDowell put the starters back in
leading35-7 with 10 minutes left, so
Smith played a little joke on the

.
'I
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see RUNNING HARD, page 11

Smith broke through for another 200 yard effort Saturday.

